CGA Integration Specialists in Sound
Here at CGA Integration we understand sound. We understand how a well designed, expertly
installed; quality sound system can work with a bespoke playlist to completely transform a
venue.
Our clients; boutique & landmark hotels and Michelin starred restaurants, understand the value
of sound in creating the perfect ambience for their guests.
At CGA Integration we work with our clients to design the best possible sound solutions for their
venue, delivering reliability & efficiency for conferences, flexibility for events and relaxation &
indulgence for fine dining & spas.
Whether your business is based in the UK or Internationally CGA Integration can offer you sound
solutions. We provide a consultancy design service globally and a full service, including design,
installation and maintenance throughout the UK.
We enjoy building long-term relationships with our clients to help them to stay current with all
the developments that this fast moving industry has to offer.

CGA Integration … Making hospitality sound great!
Chris Gunton Managing Director
Chris Gunton is the founder and Managing Director of CGA Integration; industry-leading
specialists in sound. Chris works globally with prestigious hotels, spas and Michelin starred
restaurants; internationally providing a sound consultancy design service and throughout the UK
designing, installing and maintaining the best possible sound systems for hospitality venues.
These sound systems work with bespoke playlists to deliver flexible sound solutions, enhancing
the ambience of a room whatever the occasion.
David Bearman AV Consultant
David Bearman leads CGA Integration’s International Consultancy Projects, working with our
global clients and key clients here in the UK to ensure that projects are managed and delivered
efficiently and effectively. He specialises in sound system design and specification, ensuring that
clients audio-visual needs are met throughout the venues we consult for.

Who Chooses CGA Integration?
Our clients; boutique & landmark hotels and Michelin starred restaurants, understand the value
of sound in creating the perfect ambience for their guests. CGA Integration have worked with
many discerning celebrity and Michelin starred chefs: Raymond Blanc, Heston Blumenthal, John
Campbell, Alain Ducasse, Bill Granger, Jamie Oliver, Alfred Prasad, Wolfgang Puck and Gordon
Ramsay, as they know that our attention to detail reflects their own.
We have also worked extensively over the years with major hotel groups including the
Dorchester Collection, Hyatt, IHG, Mandarin Oriental and Marriott as well as with quality
restaurant chains including multiple Dishoom venues. Internationally we have completed
projects in France, Germany, Switzerland, Turkey, America, Ghana and the British Virgin
Islands.
Recent projects include: One Aldwych, Andaz London Liverpool Street, Strand Palace London,
Bulgari, Wild Honey St James at Sofitel London St James, Bliss Hotel Waterfront Southport and
Holiday Inn & ANA Spa Winchester.
What do our customers say?
At CGA Integration we enjoy building long-term relationships with our clients, helping them to
stay abreast of developments in this fast-moving industry, such as the growth of BYOD, (bring
your own device), to in turn create the best possible experience for their guests. But don’t take
our word for it, read the testimonials of some of our discerning clients to see why they choose
CGA Integration again and again.
One Aldwych
”One Aldwych first opened its doors twenty years ago and now was the right time to update the
hotel to create a superbly comfortable, modern, sophisticated venue to once again set the
benchmark in hotel design. CGA have helped us to deliver this throughout, with an AV system
that creates the right atmosphere in each area; providing a great sounding, flexible system
which is easy for staff to use.”
Janine Marshall, General Manager One Aldwych
Andaz London Liverpool Street
“It was important to create the right atmosphere in this area, as it is the first experience guests
have of our hotel. CGA have designed and installed a sound system that both works well with
the interior design and provides us with the flexibility we need for the way this space will be
used.”

Otto Steenbeek, General Manager of Andaz London Liverpool Street
Strand Palace London
“The sound system CGA has installed delivers a wonderful sound and has given us great
flexibility across the hotel.”
David Pryde, Head of IT Strand Palace
‘Sette’ and ‘Nolita Social Lounge’ Bulgari
“The sound across both Sette and Nolita Social Lounge is amazing, it really helps to immerse
guests into two very distinct experiences. The easy to use control panels also enable our staff to
control the levels of music in different areas, helping to create different atmospheres in these
distinct venues at the same time.”
Sara Kim, SVP Brand Development LDV hospitality NYC
Wild Honey St James at Sofitel London St James
“Working with CGA has given us a great return on investment. The sound system they designed
and installed for The Balcon eight years ago has been easily adapted to create superior sound
throughout Wild Honey St James. It was greatly beneficial making that initial investment with
CGA”
Julien Davain, Restaurant Manager Wild Honey St James at Sofitel London St James
Bliss Hotel Waterfront Southport
”Bliss is all about creating an experience to delight and surprise. We want our guest’s experience
to be different but equally memorable each and every time they visit. To deliver this, every
aspect of their sensory experience needs to blend together and that’s why we appointed CGA
Integration to ensure that the sound systems they designed and installed delivered the
emotional impact we demanded.”
Daniel Broch, founder of the Bliss investment group
Holiday Inn & ANA Spa Winchester
”CGA have delivered a sound system that has enhanced the new ANA spa experience and
complemented the refurbished communal areas of our hotel, we are delighted with the result.”
Marc Solarz, General Manager Holiday Inn & ANA Spa Winchester

Why Choose CGA Integration?
At CGA Integration we pride ourselves in offering;
●
●
●
●
●

A TOTAL BESPOKE SOLUTION: one partner from design through to installation &
maintenance.
INTEGRATED SYSTEMS: a holistic approach to lighting, audio and video needs.
ENHANCED AMBIENCE: creative solutions to maximise the guest experience.
UNOBTRUSIVE RESULTS: technology that blends seamlessly with the surroundings.
QUALITY PRODUCTS & SERVICE: reliable technology with 24 hour, post installation
support and Customer Service Plans to maximise uptime.
We know that exceptional venues require exceptional partners.

If you need any further information or would like to see our full client portfolio and read their
comments about working with CGA Integration then please visit our website:

www.cga-integration.co.uk
Contact CGA Integration to start a process to help you unlock the full potential of your venue.

Phone: +44 1344 456500
E-mail: info@cga-integration.co.uk
CGA Integration … Making hospitality sound great!

